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I used to love watching foreign movies, especially those films that inspire and really impart life lessons to its viewers. One movie that I really brought great impact in my life is the Hindi movie, Every Child is Special. Actually, it was Friday afternoon when I got home from school, my daughter told me to watch this movie. So, as I had my time to rest I’ve watched the movie. After I’ve watched the movie, I thought that why some teachers didn’t notice or realize the uniqueness of each child? They haven’t realized the real situation or problem of the child.

Every child is a unique individual. They learn in different ways and at different rates. No one is born alike: even in the total being of every child, we can really identify their similarities and differences by giving the prior study of their physical attributions, emotional readiness, social perception and intellectual capabilities. As always says, each child is a unique creation. Adults should recognize children’s diversities.

Every child is special. They are special in the sense that they have to grasp the opportunity to enhance their unique abilities and respond to their own needs that would bring efficiency to their life’s learning. All children were provided opportunities to free education of which it is one of their rights. Learning in various ways would make them acknowledge their strengths and help them redirect their weaknesses. A teacher must learn how to know and understand children’s diversities or differences in order for the teacher to prepare teaching/learning activities that will correspond and to review these individual needs of the children. The teacher should provide daily activities through which the children will learn, and should know every child and keep the path of how well each child is able to learn.
As a key person, I realize that significant knowledge about Psychology is an essential tool in the field of the teaching profession. Every learner has its own rate of learning with different weaknesses. So, the teacher has to be creative in applying teaching strategies to be able to cater the needs of every learner. Be sensitive to the feelings of the learners because Every Child is Special.